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INT. HALLWAY, HOTEL - NIGHT

The sound of two gunshots echo through the darkness. The end 
of the hallway is dark. Difficult to see through without a 
light. Coming through the dark, we can see a silhouette 
figure growing. It continues to grow until it reaches the end 
of the darkness. 

Walking out of the dark area is JOHN TREVOR (mid-20s), a spy 
agent. Lean, dressed in a casual suit with no tie. His face 
keen on his mission. The hallway in front of him is lit up 
with lights upon the walls and the rooms are closed. Silent 
and calm. Coming from around the corner into the hallway is 
Trevor moved through the hall with pace. He reaches the 
elevator and enters. Going onto the-

INT. HALLWAY, EIGHTH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Trevor stops and sees TWO WELL-DRESSED MEN standing in the 
hall. Guarding a room. Trevor has found what he’s searching 
for. Trevor backs up to avoid being spotted. He reaches down 
toward his side, revealing his RUGER LCP. 

He raises it up slowly, preparing to fire at the two men. 
Before he continues his act, he glances over to the wall in 
front of him and sees a fire alarm. He pauses. Thinking. He 
moves swiftly, pressing down the alarm and setting it off 
through the hall.

HENCHMEN
The hell?

HENCHMEN (CONT’D)
What do we do?

HENCHMEN (CONT’D)
We keep this door guarded. Make 
sure no one comes near here.

From the other rooms burst out HOTEL VISITORS. Many of them. 
They make their way toward the stairs and the hallway is 
crowded. Trevor takes a look, seeing the filled hallway and 
the two men still guarding the door. The guards themselves 
have their hand on their firearms for precaution.

Trevor moves through the crowd slowly, placing a silencer 
over the muzzle to his Ruger. 

Trevor takes the first shot and ducks down in the crowd, 
killing one of the men who falls to the ground in the midst 
of the moving crowd. His partner looks over and doesn’t see 
him.



HENCHMEN (CONT’D)
(looking around)

Where did you go?

Trevor move sin closer as the hallway starts becoming empty 
and takes another shot, killing the second henchmen. Trevor 
paused. He gazes around the hallway, seeing no one but only 
two dead henchmen. He nods and opens the hotel room door.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Trevor enters the room with his firearm in hand. He finds 
himself facing who’s he come for. The man sits at a desk, 
drinking a glass of scotch. He is PATRICE O’ HAIRE (late-
40s). Patrice gestures his finger and from both side of the 
room emerge three other guards. Each with their firearms 
aimed at Trevor. 

A beat.

Trevor glares each of them and shows a grin.

PATRICE
If I only knew you were coming 
sooner, I would’ve poured you a 
glass.

TREVOR
Save yourself the trouble. I’ll 
drink after the mission is 
complete.

PATRICE
You spy types. Always snooping 
around in others’ business. Yet, 
you wonder how come no one ever 
takes the moment to leave you be.

TREVOR
I’m not here to chat.

PATRICE
(eyes on Trevor’s Ruger)

I can see that. Tell me, why have 
you come for me? What is it that I 
have done?

TREVOR
You know what you’ve done. No need 
in me spiting it out.
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PATRICE
Again with this kind of talk. All 
business and no fun.

TREVOR
You forget the work of a spy. The 
work is always the fun part.

Patrice shrugs with a nod.

PATRICE
Indeed.

Patrice signals his guards to prepare to fire. Trevor knows 
and keeps his eyes locked on Patrice while watching closely 
the motion of the guards. Six to one and Trevor is confident 
in his abilities to succeed.

TREVOR
(Ruger locked on)

Any last words, Patrice?

PATRICE
Just a few.

(looks to guards)
Take him.

Trevor glints over to the wall, seeing a fire extinguisher. 
He shoots the extinguisher, covering the room in its fog.

PATRICE (CONT’D)
(panicking)

Shit! Find him! Kill him!

The guards aren’t able to see Trevor, yet he mows through the 
guards as if they’re target practice. Shooting each of them 
without a single stop. The fog clears and Patrice finds 
himself surrounded by his dead guards and Trevor standing in 
front of him over the desk.

TREVOR
(calm)

I’m not going to repeat my last 
question.

Patrice jumps up from the chair and runs toward the door to 
the hallway. Trevor follows him out into the-

INT. HALLWAY, EIGHTH FLOOR - CONTINUOUS

Patrice makes a move to the elevator even though the fire 
alarm is still buzzing. Trevor watches Patrice move with 
fear. 
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Patrice reaches the elevator, vigorously pressing the button. 
The elevator does not open. Patrice takes a look, seeing 
Trevor approaching him. Patrice kneels down in terror. Trevor 
removes the silencer and shoots Patrice in the head. 

Trevor reaches for his phone. He dials a number. Someone 
answers on the other end.

TREVOR
(on phone)

The mission is done. I’m on my way.

Leaving him on the floor. Trevor places his gun back on his 
side as the fire alarm silences. Trevor presses the elevator 
and the doors open. Trevor enters and the doors shut.

EXT. HOTEL - CONTINUOUS

Trevor makes his way outside the hotel. He walks toward a 
silver sports car parked near the entrance. He pulls out the 
keys from his jacket pocket and enters the car. Driving from 
the hotel.

EXT. ROAD - CONTINUOUS

Trevor drives through the streets and not far out from him is 
the city of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Trevor takes 
a turn, driving toward the airport.

FADE TO BLACK.

END.
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